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XVIII
SHORT NOTES
ON OLD TESTAMENT TEXTS
A. I SAMUEL 25:22 and II SAMUEL 12:14

Commentators have failed to recognize that the problematic
ybey>ao- ta, in II Sam 12:14 (which was relegated to a footnote
in the RSV, NRS, and NJB because it was not reflected in the
Septuagint) is not the well attested noun byE ao “enemy,” but
the Hithpa cel of the rare verb bYEai (c iyye%b), the cognate of the
Arabic
(cawwâb) “wont to repent, frequent in repenting
unto God, or turning from disobedience to obedience” (Lane
1863: 124; Castell 1669: 54). The name Job may well be
derived from this stem (BDB 33), especially in light of the
secondary form
(cawwa%b) “frequent in returning to God.”
McCarter (1984: 296) provided a helpful summary of the
traditional interpretations of this phrase in 12:14, stating
As first noted by Geiger (1857: 267), the chief witnesses
are euphemistic, and the primitive reading, ct yhwh, is
reflected only in a single Greek cursive MS (c = 376).
MT (cf. LXX, OL. Syr., Targ.) has ct cyby yhwh, “the
enemies of Yahweh.” Some of the ancient translations
(LXX, Vulg., Symmachus) did not take this as euphemistic, choosing instead to render the preceding verb (ni ce%s.
ni cas. ta% ) as a causative Pi cel (GKC §52g), a solution
followed by the AV (“thou hast given great occasion to
the enemies of the Lord to blaspheme”) and a few
modern interpreters (Hertzberg, Goslinga); but Mulder
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(1968: 110–12) has demonstrated the impossibility of
this position in the grounds that ni ce%s. never has such a
meaning elsewhere and that in the context it makes no
sense to think of David’s sin, which is a secret, as having
caused Yahweh’s enemies—whoever they might be—to
blaspheme. . . . Such euphemisms were not introduced to
falsify a text but rather out of respect for God and saintly
persons (Mulder 1968: 109– 10).
But the reading of the ybey>ao- ta, as a euphemistic addition
in this verse falters in light of the 5,930 other occurrences of
the name Yahweh in the Hebrew Scriptures which did not
receive a euphemistic addition. Therefore, a better explanation is required, and one is readily available.
The final y of the MT ybey>ao- ta, can be transposed to become an initial w and the reconstructed byataw can be
pointed as bYEa;t.a,w,> a Hithpa cel (GKC §54 e ) imperfect
meaning “but I have shown myself to be repentant.” Once this
derivation comes into focus it is obvious that the phrase does
not belong in verse 12:14, but fits perfectly in 12:13. The two
verses can be restored as follows:

!t'n"-la, dwID' rm,aYOw:
bYEa;t.a,w> hw"hyl; ytiaj'x'
dwID'-la, !t'n" rm,aYOw:
`tWmt' al{ ^t.aJ'x; rybi[/h ,hw"hy>-~G:
h=Z<h; rb'D'B; hw"hy> T'c.a;nI #aenI-yKi sp,a,
`tWmy" tAm ^l. dALYIh; !Beh; ~G:
And David said to Nathan,
“I have sinned against Yahweh,
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but I have shown myself to be repentant.”
And Nathan said to David,
“Indeed, Yahweh has transferred your sin, you will not die.
But, since you have outraged Yahweh with this matter,
the child born to you will die.”
This rare word bYEai (c iyye%b) “ to return, to repent”—which
is a synonym of the widely used verb bWv “to return, to repent”—appears also in I Sam 25:22. In this verse the verb
carries a nuance which survived in its Arabic cognate,
(cawwâb) “to return” and especially “to return home to one’s
family at night ” (Lane 1863: 123–124). As I Sam 25:14 and
22 indicate, David’s intention—before Abigail persuaded him
not to shed blood—was to wipe out Nabal and his forces overnight (rq,Boh; -d[;), before he would return to camp for sleep.
The name David in I Sam 25:22 can be treated as an unnecessary gloss identifying the 1cs suffix on the noun ybiy"ai
“my returning,” although it was probably added at first as a
gloss when ybya was misunderstood—in grammatical terms
—as the nomen regens ybey>ao “the enemies of, ” which required the nomen rectum modifier. Thus, while some interpreters follow the Septuagint, which has simply tw/ | Dauid “to
David,” and treat the MT ybey>ao as a gloss, I consider the MT
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ybya “my returning (at night)” to be original, with the name
David being a gloss. David’s statement in I Sam 25:21–22
included these words:

`hb'Aj tx;T; h['r' yli-bv,Y"w:
@ys_iyO hkow> ybiy"ail. ~yhil{a/ hf,[]y:-hKo
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`ryqiB. !yTiv.m; rq,Boh;-d[; Al-rv,a]-lK'mi ryaiv.a;-~ai
And he [Nabal] returned to me evil for good.
Thus may God do, and more also,
upon my returning for the night
if I leave from all who belong to him by morning,
one who urinates at a wall.
David’s zeal was offset by Abigail’s appeal. He was ready
for God to return upon him evil for good if he failed to kill
every last man of Nabal’s forces during that very night before
he returned to his base for sleep before daybreak or by daybreak. The only “enemy” mention in these verses is the one
mentioned by name, namely, Nabal.”
B. RESTORING A h IN EZEKIEL 38:21
LOST BY HAPLOGRAPHY
MASORETIC TEXT

br,x, yr;h'-lk'l. wyl'[' ytiar'q'w>
`hy<h.Ti wyxia'B. vyai br,x, hw=Ihy> yn"doa] ~aun>
And I will call for a sword against him throughout all my
mountains,
oracle of my Lord Yahweh:
every man’s sword shall be against his brother.
SEPTUAGINT
kai. kale,s w ev p V auvt o.n pa/n fo,b on le,g ei ku, r ioj
ma,c aira avn qrw, p ou evp i. to.n avd elfo.n auvt ou/ e;s tai
And I will summon against it every fear, saith the Lord:
the sword of every man shall be against his brother.
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In Exek 38:21 the MT br,x, yr: h'-lk'l,. meaning literally
“to all of my mountains a sword,” has baffled many interpreters. Wevers (1969: 290) stated, “Possibly MT means,
‘And I will give the name: Sword, to all my mountains against
him’, i.e. God will summon the falling mountains to act as
swords, i.e. destroy Gog.” But this interpretation found few
followers. Eichrodt (1966: 516) translated “And I will summon every kind of terror against him, says [. . .] Yahweh,
every man’s sword will be lifted up against his brother,”
based upon the proposed emendation of the MT br,x, yr: h' to
hd"r"x} , following the Septuagint’s fo, bon, as noted in BHS3.
Zimmerli (1983: 289) simply listed the variants in the versions, including (1) the Geniza text’s yrwj !whlkb abrx
“a sword in all of them my mountain(s),” (2) the Vulgate’s et
convocabo adversum eum in cunctis montibus meis gladium,
“and I will call in the sword against him in all my mountains,”
(3) the Targum’s “and I appointed him to fall by the sword on
the mountains of my people,” (4) the Septuagint (cited
above), and (5) the Latin variant, omnem timorem gladia,
which follows the Greek text in reading hdrx for the yr:h'
br,x, .
Allen (1990: 201) viewed the MT yr;h' as an “adapted
torso” having been written for rx under the influence of the
~yrIh'h, Wsr>h,n<w> in 38:20—which was “then made more
sensible by adding the suffix.” But this interpretation is less
convincing than that of Wevers, noted above. Block (1998:
452, 458) simply stated, “The MT is difficult but not impossible, LXX fo, bon “fear,” seems to presuppose h. a7ra%dâ
h. ereb for ha%ray h. ereb,” concluding that “the LXX reading
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may itself reflect the translator’s uncertainty regarding the
meaning of the word [ yr;h]' .”
Block’s suspicion that the Greek translators did not know
the meaning of yrh is right on target, for this word is actually
a rare word in Hebrew, a hapax legomenon and only a homograph of the common suffixed noun yrh “my mountain(s).”
Instead of being read as a parallel to the yr;h' - l[;w> “and upon
my mountains” in Isa 14:25 or the ~yrIh'-yGE [;yGIy: - yK of Zech
14:5, the yrh in Ezek 38:21 needs to be repointed as yr;ho and
recognized as the cognate of the Arabic verb @Ñ| /Å@è| (hwr /
hâra) “he threw it down, pulled it down, demolished it” and
the adjectives £@è| (hârî ) / ?ª¬\è| (hâ‘ir) / @77"| (hârin), meaning
“becoming thrown down, pulled down, pulled to pieces,
demolished” (Lane 1893: 2906–2907). The y of yrh is not a
1cs suffix but a part of the stem, like the y of yrIP. “fruit.” In
the context of all the destruction mentioned in Ezekiel 38, this
yrh is best translated as “demolition” or “collapse.”
If this interpretation of the yrh is correct, then the next
word, br,x, “sword,” should be repointed as br,xo “desolation.” And, if the repointed br,xo yrIho means “demolition,
desolation,” then the preceding word, lk'l. “to all,” should be
emended to hl'k'l. “for annihilation,” restoring a h which
was lost by haplography. This restoration of hl'k'l. in Ezek

hl'k'l. in Ezek 13:13,
hy<h.yI yPia;B @jevo ~v,g<w>.
hl'k'l. hm'xeB. vybiG"l.a, ynEb.a;w>

38:21 finds support in the use of
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and there shall be a deluge of rain in my anger,
and great hailstones in wrath for annihilation.
Similarly, the mention in Ezek 38:19–20 of a “great shaking”
( lAdG" v[;r; / seismo.j me,g aj ) and the “falling to earth of all
the walls” ( lAPTi

#r,a'l' hm'Ax-lk'w> ) support the interpre-

tation of yrh as “collapse” or “demolition.”
Thus, in summary, the problematic phrase in Ezek 38:21,
br,x, yr;h'-lk'l. wyl'[' ytiar'q'w> “And I called against him
to all of my mountains a sword,” should be emended and repointed to read br,xo yrIho hl'k'l. wyl'[' ytiar'q'w> “And
against him I have called for annihilation, demolition, desolation.”
C. ZECHARIAH 2:8 (MT 2:12)
“THE APPLE OF HIS EYE”

The expression or idiom Any[e tb;B' “the apple of his eye,”
occurring in Zech 2:8 (MT 2:12), is also found in Arabic and
Syriac. The Hebrew word for the fruit called an “apple” is
x;WPT' , which is totally unrelated to the word hb'B' appearing
in Zech 2:8. The Hebrew word hb'B', used in this idiom may
be derived from (1) a word for “baby, babe,” indicating the
“baby of the eye,” or (2) from aB'B ' meaning “gate,” indicating the “gate of the eye.”
The Greek translation of Zech 2:8 (LXX 2:12) used the
word ko,r hj meaning “damsel, maiden, daughter,” but translated “pupil” when used with reference to the eye. The Vulgate has pupillam oculi eius “the pupil of his eye.” The
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English “pupil” is the diminutive of pupa “girl, doll,” so
called because of the image which is reflected in another
person’s eye— which appears like a tiny doll. (The English
word “apple” indicated in Old English and Middle English
“fruit, apple, the eyeball, or anything round.) The “apple of
the eye” meant nothing other than the “round [center] of the
eye.”
In Deut 32:10 the expression “the apple of his eye” also
appears, but a different word is used for the “apple.” There it
is Any[e !Avyai, the meaning of which is clarified by the same
expression in Arabic,
(cînsân cal cayin), which
means “the image that is seen [reflected] in the black of the
eye, what is seen in the eye, like as in a mirror, when a thing
faces it . . . the pupil or the apple of the eye, or the black of
the eye” (Lane 1863: 115). The derivation of the word !Avyai
could be related to the word vyai “man,” but it is more likely
a noun related to the word vv;a' “to glitter, to be dark.”
In Psalm 17:8 the expression appears as !yI['-tB; !Avyai,
which adds the word daughter of the eye,” like the Greek
expression noted above, “the daughter of the eye.” Thus, “the
apple of the eye” can be expressed three different ways in
Hebrew, and all three were used to express affection. Jerusalem and Zion were considered to be the objects of God’s
affection. The translation of Zech 2:8 in the NRSV “. . . truly,
one who touches you touches the apple of my eye,” rather than
reading “his eye,” remains preferable.
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